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0 0 1271m2 136450m2

Country house for sale in Valencia Spain.  This is a wonderful opportunity for enthusiasts of restoration projects, to create an idyllic home.
 At Found Valencia we can handle and deliver all asspects of this renovation to a turn key status.  Located in a picturesque and very quiet
area between the orange groves and persimmon caki trees, and only a short drive from the towns of Carcaixent and La Pobla Llarga, we are
happy to present this farmhouse to the market.  It consists of two houses and a plot of 136.450m2 (164 Hanegadas). Each of them of
93m2. The remaining meters built are storages and deposits.  One of the houses is a large open space with visible beams. The other, with
a laundry and other storage areas,  is in need of complete renovation.  There are several terraces from which to enjoy the beautiful views
of the grounds, countryside and orange groves and a private water supply from 1 well.  This is a property offers a traditional lifestyle. Its
surroundings not only offer tranquility but also privacy.  We can help with all aspects of the renovation and construction, and can also help
source and deal with architects and the planning departments of the local community. Examples and testimonials of our work are openly
available for inspection.  This is certainly an opportunity for a specific type of client who wants a large property in a quiet environment with
all the local amenities, including restaurants, public transport, shops and culture. The area is one of the most beautiful in the province of
Valencia and offers a very affordable way of life.  Note.  This farmland is splited in 2 plots, which are not together   

Ref: FV7681

656,000 €
( Carcaixent )
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